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New York. 

November 3rd. 

 

My dear poor old boy,  

 

 Your letter was waiting for me yesterday when I reached 426, and you know that hearing from my 

precious boy makes me happier than anything else. You must come on this Saturday Fuzzy darling, you 

want to see me and I want to see you- [underlined] dreadfully. [/underlined] I am so glad Bessy is better, I 

received a letter from 
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Katie this morning and they seem to think her very much improved. Poor soul I wish I could do something 

for her. Yesterday I went up to see Lulu the first thing, even before coming here. And arrived there in time 

for lunch and then spent most of the afternoon with her. Their rooms are [underlined] lovely, [/underlined] 

you must see them when you come on. Your Aunt Georgia wanted me to give you her love and tell you 

that they will be delighted if you will  
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stay with them when you come on here, I told her I didn’t know whether you had promised Mr. Haas or 

not for this time but she says if you can’t this time why then the next. (I won’t say [underlined] time 

[/underlined] again) What a nice thing the Constitutional Club must be, if it doesn’t involve any work or 

much extra reading during the week, perhaps you may join it. I expect to spend most of my day running 

around to my relations- will lunch with Aunt Debs and will then go to Aunt Sallie’s  
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and the Boulton’s. Dear boy you will come on this week I am sure, so until Saturday good-bye. With a hug 

and squeeze.  

Your ever loving 

Daisy. 
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Mr. Lawrence Lewis Jr.  

506 Walnut Street. 

Philadelphia. 

Penna. 

 

D.K. 

Nov 4 1881 

(70) 
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